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Interim report on eSCMs and embodiment
1. Introduction
The complexity and diversity of cognitive systems challenges unified theories. In addition, the histo
ry of psychology, mind theories, neuroscience and cognitive sciences more generally, is full of alter
nating paradigms and a rich ecology of theoretical and empirical approaches. The contemporary
landscape is not less rich and diverse than preceding periods. A research program on sensorimotor
contingencies (SMCs) as a new approach to cognitive systems demands to explore, map and relate
SMCs to existing approaches and fundamental concepts. In particular, the SMC theory (SMCT) be
longs to the wider family of embodied and situated approaches in cognitive science. The purpose of
this report is to map the stateoftheart on embodied and situated approaches, to locate the notion
of SMC on this map, its complementarity or possible friction with similar notions and to explore its
implications and open issues.
The report will contribute to set the coordinates for the discussion on the different notions of exten
sions to the SMC idea, as proposed in the eSMCs project (Extending SensoriMotor Contingencies
to Cognition). The first part of this report aims at positioning SMCT within the different perspec
tives in the embodied turn in cognitive science. This is fundamental if we are to understand the ad
vantages and unresolved problems with the SMC concept and its compatibilities and tensions with
other frameworks. The second part of this report sharpens the focus of the discussion, but remains
in a comparative mode, by raising the question of the relation of SMCT and representational ap
proaches to cognition. The third part puts the stress on the main concern of the eSMCs project, the
possibilities of extensions to the SMC idea. We raise the issue that underlying any successful exten
sion in the direction of cognition is the requirement for a more developed SMC approach to the
body itself (in the field of motor control), as well as the examination of concepts such as habit and
skill. Regarding the notion of bodymovement centered SMC we explore the connection between
SMCT and the literature on motor control with a special emphasis on forward model theories and
nonrepresentational alternatives. Regarding habits we review the historical significance of the con
cept in psychology and philosophy of mind and we identify some of the precursors of SMCT along
the organicist and pragmatist developments of the habit concept. Next we redefine habits, and pro
vide examples of computational modeling of habits in the context of SMCT and how it can come to
enrich and complement some of the current gaps of the theory. We end up with a recapitulation of
the most important points of the report and conclusions.

2. SMCT in context
2.1. The embodied, extended, embedded and enactive turns in cognitive science
The goal of this section is to review the notions of embodiment and sensorimotor coupling in differ
ent relevant disciplines: robotics, cognitive science, cognitive neuroscience, cognitive linguistics and
philosophy of mind. What’s common to these notions of embodiment? Is there a single one? Is there
a clear positive message or many? How do they complement, diverge or contribute to SMCT?
5
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During the last two decades we have witnessed a number of paradigmatic shifts in cognitive science,
a displacement from computational functionalism (often simply referred to as cognitivism) towards
embodied, embedded, extended, situated or enactive approaches. The diversity of labels that the
paradigmatic turns have taken reflects the variety of underlying positions but also a unifying theme:
a movement towards the concrete and dynamic body and environment that cognitive systems inhab
it. The term embodiment is perhaps the most successful and encompassing of all these labels, but
the lack of a unified alternative theory to functionalism also hides a considerable amount of ambi
guity. What unifies all of these positions is a critical assessment (in various degrees of intensity de
pending on the author) of some fundamental assumptions of computational functionalism. We shall
therefore first introduce the, still dominant, theoretical framework to which embodied, extended,
embedded and enactive approaches have reacted to: traditional functionalism. Next we shall intro
duce the embodied turn coming from cognitive linguistics and robotics, as it became influential dur
ing the late 80s and 90s to set up the stage for contemporary embodied approaches. We will next
present Extended Functionalism as an attempt, within the functionalist paradigm, to integrate the
challenges posed by the early embodied turn. Next we shall introduce SMCT and finally the enac
tive approach, moving beyond SMCT and addressing issues that remain unanswered by SMCT.

Figure 1: Map of different schools within embodied approaches to cognitive
science. See text for detailed explanation

Functionalism
Most of mainstream cognitive science inherits a strong theoretical load (in terms of assumptions,
methods, vocabulary, explanatory frameworks, etc.) from computational cognitivism and AI. In the
early years of cognitive science (1950s, 1960s) human abstract reasoning became the main target of
explanation and computer programs for abstract problem solving, logical calculus and linguistic
generative competence were the standard explananda. Such stereotypical targets were disembodied,
meaning that the only or main focus was on abstract symbolic competence occurring at a level of
abstraction that was claimed to be independent from the level of implementation (hardware con
6
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straints) and execution (environmental constraints: i.e., interfaces were temporally neutral and sym
bolic). This divorce between the domain of the mental and that of the underlying physical medium
—claimed to be a fundamental property of cognitive systems in general—rests on the assumption
that mental states can be identified with their functional role only, i.e., their causal relation to other
mental states and their role in the production of behavior.
Traditional functionalism of this kind thus concerns itself with the distinction between syntax and
semantics. Mental states, in this paradigm, play a certain ‘meaning respecting’ role in a ‘functional
economy’: if I desire to eat food, and believe that the cake on the table is food then (all other things
being equal) I will try to eat the cake. The ‘all other things being equal’ clause does not refer simply
to everything else in the universe. Rather, it implies that the meaning respecting outcome of any
mental state could potentially depend on any or all of an agent’s other mental states (maybe there is
a stronger desire not to show that I am hungry, or to get out of the way of the falling piano which I
have noticed is above my head). Since we don’t ever know all of another agent’s mental states, but
since mental state ascriptions are nevertheless useful, we must have and use ideas of what someone
else will typically do when they have a desire (that is to say, try to achieve it) and when they believe
something (act as if it were true). This is a sketch of the semantics side. The claimed insight of tra
ditional functionalism is that the right physical states could be set up, so that they interact with each
other and lead to eventual behavior, in exactly the ways required by the ‘meaning level’ description
to hold true or adequate. It is then argued that such physical states simply are the beliefs and desires
of agents. This physical level of understanding is the ‘syntax’ level.
A further strong, but often implicit, commitment of traditional functionalism is that those states
which are beliefs, desires, perceptions, and so on (at least in animals like us) are internal brain
states. The brain is the computer hardware. But the computer metaphor was not only explored as a
useful hardwaresoftware distinction but as a deep architecture for mental processes: computational
architectures. Physical symbol systems are those with input and output interfaces, a memory, a pro
cessor and an internal clock. The processor reads and writes the memory which holds programs
(processor instructions) and data. Every state of the system (symbols or bits written on the memory)
is a priori independent from the rest (i.e. there is no intrinsic interdependence between variables),
time is externally imposed, inputs and outputs are exchanged in a processor readable manner. This is
the architecture that permits to “freely” compose propositional structures in a manner analogous to
human abstract and languagelike reasoning. As a result the brain comes to be understood in terms
of computer architectures: a device that processes input and internal states, accessing and rewriting
memory states and so on. Mechanistic details don’t matter insofar the resulting process matches the
computational architecture.
As such, in traditional functionalism, the body plays a very secondary role; it is simply something
controlled, in the right way, by a brain. Brains themselves are what really have beliefs, desires,
thoughts and feelings (just as long as they are sustained in the right way by a body), have percep
tions (as long as they are linked up in the right way to ‘sensors’) and can act (as long as they are
linked up in the right way to ‘actuators’). What is more, there is nothing about brains that matters
other than what is relevant at the level of computational architectures: processing modules, types of
memory, computational constraints, etc. Moreover, regarding the potential role of the body on shap
ing the semantic nature of internal computational states, traditional functionalism ignored the body
as a source of meaning, the semantic role of mental states is conceived as referential: there is a cor
respondence relationship between internal states and the external objects they represent, no matter
the type of embodiment or systemenvironment dynamic embedding of the brain.
7
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What counts as intentional actions, as opposed to mere bodily movements, are simply those move
ments of the body that are caused by the kind of semanticsrespecting ‘processing’ described above.
Regarding the norms governing intentional actions, it is not that there are some physical systems
which definitively have norms, and some which do not; rather, there are some physical systems
which have the above described complex physical structure (with physical states that interact in a
complex, norm respecting way), and some which don’t. There is no strict action/nonaction distinc
tion. Equally, there is no strict body/nonbody distinction here. There are simply some physical sys
tems which can usefully be viewed under a framework with actions and norms (and bodies), and
some which can’t.
One proposal for addressing the origin of normrespecting mental processes in this paradigm in
volves an evolutionary perspective. Work such as that by Millikan (1984) aims to show that the nor
mative structures we are familiar with (where there are states such as beliefs and desires, with the
typical avoid/approach effects we have outlined) would have arisen naturally, in the right circum
stances, via Darwinian evolution. Very roughly, ‘good’ equates to ‘would have led to survival in the
evolutionary past’ and ‘bad’ equates to ‘would have led to death’.

The evidence: cognitive linguistics and situated robotics
In the 1980s, traditional functionalism came under attack from two important fronts. Criticisms to
this programme existed before—for instance in the phenomenological critiques of AI by Hubert
Dreyfus1972)—but two subfields provided not merely arguments questioning the foundations of
cognitivist perspectives, but at the same time positive novel explanations and instantiations of cogni
tive systems. These are the fields of cognitive linguistics and autonomous robotics, briefly reviewed
in this section.
The work of George Lakoff and Mark Johnson (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, Lakoff 1986, Johnson
1987) is one of the earliest criticisms to have a strong impact on functionalism due to the fact that it
came from within the field of cognitive linguistics; linguistics being one of the flagships of compu
tational functionalism both at the level of explanatory success (Chomsky 1968) as well as founda
tional relevance (if intelligence is articulated in propositional statements, the study of language is at
the root of the most essential capacities of human cognition). Lakoff and Johnson’s main contribu 
tion, for our purposes here, was on the issues of meaning and concept formation: human language
reveals a deep entanglement between embodied spatial and temporal experience and the meaning of
even the most abstract of concepts. The body, far from being an implementation detail, is the source
of meaning, concept articulation and even reasoning (they argue that the primary tools for thinking
are metaphors, as opposed to, e.g. logical deduction, and it is through reframing problems and situ
ations in an embodied context that we normally reason and find solutions). The relative size, orien
tation, shape and articulation of the human body anchors our understanding of the environment and
the meaning of our linguistic utterances (against a birds eye conception of propositional content in
traditional functionalism). So for instance metaphors of progress or future orientation are often
linked to the idea of ‘advance’ (‘the plan is moving forward’, ‘we’re ready to go’, ‘we found a stum
bling block’, etc.) and this is rooted in our bodily schema for walking forwards. Other abstract ideas
like ‘sets’ or ‘containment’ are similarly rooted in our bodily notions of inside/outside.
A second line of embodied critique to cognitivism came from the field of situated robotics and arti
ficial intelligence (Brooks 1986, 1990, 1991; Beer 1990; Maes 1991; Steels 1994; Harvey et al. 1996;
Pfeifer & Scheier 2001). When putting functionalist theories at work on the construction of efficient
8
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robots that had to deal with the real world (even within impoverished scenarios) rather than con
fronting abstract symbolic and well structured problems (like expert system reasoning or chess play
ing) the role of the body and the direct physical interaction with the world became apparent. The
linear computational and representational conception of cognitive behavior led to a “sensemodel
planact” architecture in robotics: sense and encode environmental features to update an internal
model or representational database of the state of the world, plan and reason upon such internal
model to deduce the appropriate strategy and deliver an action sequence into the world. But this ar
chitecture became an obstacle for “simple” realworld interaction with the environment where noisy
and partial information with tight temporal constraints was the rule rather than the exception. In
stead of a topdown (abstract thought to concrete action) strategy, roboticists envisioned a bottomup
approach: starting from the most simple behavioral layers (functional sensorimotor loops: e.g., turn
around if proximity sensor is high resulting on collision avoidance behavior) and scaling up to more
complex behavior (emerging from the interaction between robust sensorimotor layers and the direct
interaction with the environment).
Human level cognitive capacities, it was argued, emerged from a long evolutionary history in which
the achievement of insectlike behavior took exponentially more years to arise than human intelli
gence did from basic animal behavior The key to understand intelligence is therefore strongly tied to
the understanding of relatively simple, yet robust and efficient, adaptive behavior. Intelligence and
cognition were not conceived anymore as essentially an abstract symbol manipulation process but
rather as a fluid and flexible sensorimotor coupling; where bodily and relational constraints played
as central a role as brains and control circuits (Beer 1990). Insect behavior showed that ecological
and bodily features were finely tuned and could almost without any internal “processing” give rise
to relatively complex behavior like mating phonotaxis. And robots could be designed to achieve
similar behavior by exploiting body and environmental dynamics (Webb 1995).
The notion of emergence came to play a central role in this brand of robotics: the idea that behavior
cannot be broken down into component suboperation that play functionally distinctive roles but
comes out of nonlinear and recurrent loops between brain and body components and between the
agent and the environment (Steels 1994, HendriksJansen 1996). Dynamical System’s Theory, (DST
hereafterBeer , 1990; Port & van Gelder, 1995) and synergetics (Haken 1978) were shown to be
better suited than computational routines as a modeling and explanatory framework in order to cap
ture the emergent nature of adaptive behavior. DST permitted an understanding of the body and the
environment as part of a dynamic continuum out of which coherent behavior could emerge in the
form of attractors or transients composed of multiple dimensions where no privileged status could in
principle be attributed to anything like a “central processing unit”.
Situated robotics provoked, together with cognitive linguistics, an avalanche of empirical and mod
eling work that drove the attention of cognitive scientists towards the importance of embodiment
and dynamics (see, e.g., Clark, 1998). Out of the evidence provided by these fields (and others as
well, but in lesser degree), more articulated embodied approaches began to develop, included
SMCT. We very briefly review these next.

Extended functionalism
Functionalism has recently developed an ‘extended’ variant (Clark & Chalmers 1998; Wheeler
2011), partly as a response to integrate embodied and situated challenges to computational function
alism discussed in the previous section. Extended mind theory includes the possibility that the phys
9
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ical vehicles’ of functional states can extend out of the brain into the body and aspects of the exter
nal world (for instance, tools). The paradigmatic example provided by Clark and Chalmers (1998), is
that of a notebook becoming, in certain cases, a physical part of the mental state of memory. Anoth
er way of interpreting this claim is to say that we can sometimes ‘offload’ some of the ‘computa
tion’ into the body and world, freeing the brain from having to compute everything. So, for instance,
when a butterfly seeks to put its proboscis into a flower, it needs not model the full structure of the
flower trumpet, and then guide its proboscis according to that shape. The funneled shape of the
flower itself makes the task much easier, and an approximate orientation of the body, followed by an
extension of the tongue will be good enough to achieve the task. A functionalist might well argue
that this example doesn’t show that computation is unnecessary, but rather that the world and body
themselves can perform parts of the computation, and that this is just another example of functional
equivalence between cognitive processes inside and outside the skull.
The body seems to play a dual role in extended functionalism. It is both part of mental states and
processes, but also controlled by them. Certainly it has no special status. It simply is part of the ap
paratus that achieves the computation sometimes. Its role is thus still functional. It is seen as a brain
external process that is part of the cognitive system only to the extent that we would call its contri 
bution cognitive were it to go on in the head (parity principle). Basically anything that can be sub
sumed under a computational architecture description of functional states becomes part of the mind.
Essentially extended functionalism only breaks the assumption of the skull as the natural container
of computational processing. Embodiment is just a form of signal preprocessing by the senses, a
form of offloading control computations into body synergies, tools and objects involved on sensori
motor loops are just and extension of the implementational resources that sustain computational
functions.

Sensorimotor contingency theory
More recently, O’Regan and Noë (2001) have presented a view of perception and perceptual aware
ness in which the body plays a more central role. They note that, when a body is moving through the
world, certain sensorimotor contingencies (SMCs) occur: sounds get louder as you move towards
their source; different parts of objects come into view, as you move around them. More generally,
the way in which one’s sensory input changes varies in a lawful way, as one moves around in the
world.
Building on this insight, O’Regan and Noë go on to argue that the perceptual experience of vision is
constituted by the mastery of SMCs which affect a creature with eyes moving around a 3D world;
mastery of touch is the mastery of the changing touch sensations which occur as one moves one skin
in contact with objects in the world; and so on. As they would put it, one cannot see unless one has
mastery of these changes in sensory stimulation as a result of movement.
Though O’Regan and Noë might not put it exactly this way, one key insight of their position seems
to be the following: that objects in the world are patterns of regularity in sensory input as a function
of motoroutput, and that to perceive an object is indeed to correctly understand that those regulari
ties are present, here and now, in one’s sensory input (and, equally, in one’s capacity to move and
hence cause the expected changes in one’s sensory input).
At least arguably—though this may go beyond the view as expressed by O’Regan and Noë—this
view has the potential advantage of putting the whole agent, rather than just the brain, at the center
10
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of the story. Perception and other cognitive states aren’t in the brain, not even in the head, but
emerge from the interaction process itself. For even the simplest movements (moving an eye, adjust
ing the position of the head) are things which a whole agent does, and which are norm governed
(they can be right or wrong within the context of the overall movement, they can work or fail to
work). The SMC view does not, however, answer the question of how norms arise, or of what distin
guishes mere movements from acts. It has no notion of self or agency (and thus fails to explain some
aspects of perceptual experience which are not provided by the mastery of SMC, such as their first
person givenness or the integration of different forms of SMCs into multimodal perceptual
wholes). SMCT also needs to presuppose the presence of a body (and a subject, see Thompson
2005), because it takes its structure and possibilities for interaction with the world as its starting
point. These unresolved issues are quite important for clarifying and developing SMCT.

The enactive approach
The term enactivism has been used to describe many views, including the SMC view just outlined.
As employed in cognitive science by Varela, Thompson and Rosch (1991) and recent articulations
(Di Paolo, et al., 2010, Thompson, 2007), it provides an attempt to answer the core question of what
norms and bodies are in order to ground the very notion of cognition using categories that describe
the organization of living systems. Instead of the body merely acting as a container or instrument
controlled by the brain, in an enactive perspective the body is directly linked to the concept of au
tonomy and thus acquires a nonnegotiable role. According to this view, a body is not simply a con
venient label. Rather, its identity is closely tied to the autonomous processes of selfconstruction
that become interlinked in it. These include metabolic and other physiological processes (nervous
system, immune system, etc.) as well as the closed, selfsustaining loops of interaction with the
world (see also the discussion on habits below). According to enactivism, it is this very notion of the
body that counts as a cognitive system in the first place because it is possible to deduce from meta
bolic and other forms of selfproduction, the notion of sensemaking, i.e., a perspective of meaning
on the world invested with interest for the agent itself. With the production of an autonomous identi
ty there arises an intrinsic and basic norm aimed at securing the systemic identity, and thus a subjec
tive viewpoint from which interactions with the world are evaluated (Di Paolo 2003, Barandiaran &
Moreno 2006, Thompson 2007). In this case norms are not situated (at least not directly) in terms of
what survived and what didn’t survive in evolution. Instead the most basic instance of norms origi
nate in the metabolic selfmaintenance of the body. In the enactive view, the body is approached
from two different, but inextricably linked angles. Firstly, from a mechanistic and organizational
point of view, which allows determination of the (material or nonmaterial) components and consti
tutive relations underlying it. Secondly, as a lived body, i.e. from the subjective perspective of the
system being that body.
For enactivism, in contrast to functionalism, it is the whole body as a selfmaintaining system, and
not just patterns in the brain, that would need to be present to speak of action, because the body is
the minimal level where we can speak both of norms and of a subject, and through the body the re
lation between these terms becomes nonarbitrary (this point is strongly borne out in the reversal of
the traditional braininthevat intuition  it is shown that in order to realize this possibility, the brain
in the vat only becomes feasible if the vat is a surrogate selfmaintaining body in the world, see
Cosmelli and Thompson, 2010). But unlike what might seem implied in the sensorimotor approach,
actions themselves do not need to involve neuromuscular movement. Several kinds of processes,
not just bodily displacements, can be involved in following the norms implied in bodily selfmainte
11
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nance or norms that have become embodied through other engagements with the world. The fact
that such processes involve changes in the relation between body and world, or (through the physical
or social world) between the body and itself, would be what makes them actions (see below for a
more extended discussion about action and SMCT).
A body can therefore be anything from a simple cell, to a human organism. Earlier versions of the
enactive viewpoint concentrated on chemical cycles of self maintenance in simple cells (au
topoiesis), and defined the body in terms of a metabolic or organismic boundaries (Maturana and
Varela 1980, Bourgine and Stewart 2004, RuizMirazo and Moreno 2004, Di Paolo 2005). More re
cent developments of the view have concentrated on precariousness and self maintenance at a more
abstract level, including the intersubjective one. But the central insight here is that the origin of
norms arises in bodily selfmaintenance. So, again very roughly, ‘good’ equates to ‘promotes self
maintenance’ and ‘bad’ equates to ‘promotes self destruction’. According to enactivists, this intrin
sic source of normativity is what grounds the notion of sensemaking and for the first time provides
a noncircular definition of cognition and issue that has been avoided by extended functionalism.

2.2. SMCT and representationalism
Having sketched the more developed current views on embodiment, it is possible to further examine
their differences and similarities by contrasting their approach to what has been the theoretical and
empirical currency of cognitivism: the notion of internal representations. Traditionally this notion
has long been considered a cornerstone of the very idea of cognition. If we are to extend the SMCs
to cognition it is essential to clarify the role of the notion of representation within the standard
SMCT and related theories of embodiment.

Figure 2: Map of representationalist and antirepresentationalist trends among
different approaches to cognitive science. See text for explanation.

12
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(Anti)representationalism in cognitive science
Fewer notions have caused as much controversy in recent years as the notion of internal representa
tions. Initially aligned with the concept of mental models, introduced at the birth of cognitive sci
ence in by Kenneth Craik (1943) in theoretical cognitive science and by Edward C. Tolman in ani
mal and human psychology (Tolman 1948), as one of the central blows to the behaviorist pro
gramme, the notion has been articulated in many, sometimes contradictory manners. It has signifi
cantly flourished with the development of the information processing metaphor and the rise of com
putationalism and its use has been widespread within neuroscience, cognitive psychology, cognitive
science, AI and robotics.
Dynamical and embodied approaches are known to be in general skeptical of this notion (as they are
skeptical of computationalism), but this is a generalization. The actual attitudes are subtle and we
will only detail them summarily within this report.
We notice that using the notion of internal representation implies (even if only tacitly) having to face
the general criticisms leveled against this concept. Any advocate of representationalism must be
able to respond to these problems if the notion is to be of any use. These include, among others, the
following:
 Problems inherited from functionalism: Representationalism adopts functionalism as a
default framework, and hence inherits some of its foundational problems: detachment from
the body as a source of meaning and cognitively enabling constraints (vital implementation
alism, Wheeler 2010), a priori subjectobject dichotomy and the problem of naturalizing
agency (Barandiaran et al. 2009), the frame problem (Pylyshyn 1987, Dreyfus 1992), the
symbol grounding problems (Harnad 1990), etc.
 Operational ambiguity: The concept of representation is used in many different senses
ranging from the strong sense of intentional aboutness to just “internal state”, from “stand
in” content of a computational vehicle to a mere “correlation”. As a result, the use of the
term “representation” in cognitive explanations lacks operational value since different (and
often incompatible) theories of representation will essentially alter the very explanation in
which the term is used as an explanans (Cummins 1991, Ramsey 2007).
 Explanatory epiphenomenalism: when a complete mechanistic or dynamical explanation
of a cognitive process is available the notion of representation becomes epiphenomenal, at
most a useful higher level description of the process but lacks explanatory value (Keijzer
2001, Calvo 2008). Furthermore the notion of representation induces biases in cognitive neu
roscience research toward correlation seeking strategies instead of generative explanatory
models (Beer 2003). Even when internal representations are precisely defined and correlated
with specific brain activity or regions, representationalism faces the problem of homuncular
ism: the need to postulate an internal agent or central cognitive headquarters that interpret
and use the representation. As a result, representations, instead of explaning the cognitive
phenomenon, simply displace the explanatory burden further up the “processing hierarchy”.
 The problem of phenomenological dissonance: As argued since the 1970s by thinkers crit
ical of computationalism, like Hubert Dreyfus (1972), the idea that cognition functions by
storing and manipulating internal representations is at odds with personal experience of cop
ing in a world embedded with immediate significance. Representationalism must accept
13
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therefore a strong personal/subpersonal divide where radical differences must somehow be
bridged in order to account for every day personal experience: objectifying and reasoning
upon reality is a rare (and often dysfunctional) way of beingintheworld, our most
“natural”, efficient and primary form of dealing with the world is fluid and absorbed coping
where we don’t represent the world but directly experience it. To explain the latter in terms
of the former is not parsimonious and thus weakens the explanatory position of representa
tionalism.

Embodiment and representations
Embodied approaches tend to correlate with representationskepticism. For instance, dynamical ex
planations in autonomous robotics demonstrate that representational explanations are not always re
quired, even for tasks involving nonreactive conditionstasks of type 2 according to the classifica
tion by Clark and Thornton (1997), see for instance, Izquierdo & Di Paolo, 2005. These demonstra
tions of the dispensability of the notion of representation go beyond simple scenarios and include
tasks with categorization, memory, learning, navigation and complex organization of multijoint
movement. Much in the same line but somewhat parallel are the dynamicist approaches coming
from the tradition of ecological psychology (Chemero 2008) where the notion of representation is
substituted by the direct perception of affordances (as the match between action capabilities and en
vironmental opportunities).
However, since as we argue in this report, there isn’t actually one embodied approach to cognition,
but several, the issue of the relation between embodiment and representation needs to be examined
in each case. For each approached discussed below, we can in turn ask the following question: Are
representational explanations necessary, complementary or an obstacle for the research program?
For embodied cognitive linguistics representations remain essential to cognition. In contrast to tradi
tional functionalism, however, they lose their propositional character and referential nature (meaning
is the referent, the object itself that the representation stands for) becoming fundamentally figurative
an subsidiary of bodily experience. For situated robotics, however, the notion of representation loses
explanatory and engineering power, to say it with Brooks “the world is its own best model” (Brooks
1991). Functional behavior emerges from sensorimotor loops including the body and the relevant en
vironmental features without the need to model or encode the structure of the environment. Differ
ent functional layers within subsumption architectures communicate via lowbandwidth channels
passing on relatively simple control signals of activation, inhibition and modulation between com
ponents (usually instantiated in finitestate machines, but the principle can be implemented in a va
riety of ways) and not by passing or manipulating complex representations of the environment. This
led to the design of efficient robots operating in the real world in conditions that were not within the
grasp of traditional AI. As a consequence, the sensemodelplanaction design strategy (encoding
external features, reasoning over such encoded representations and delivering a plan into the envi
ronment) was considered a major theoretical obstacle for the design of efficient robots. Dynamical
system analysis of coupled agentenvironment dynamics partly substituted computational and repre
sentational frameworks, at least in situated robotics.
As we have shown previously for extended functionalism the computational notion of representation
is not only notaproblem but remains an essential part of the theory (what distinguishes cognition is
precisely the manipulation of representations, whether they are contained on the skull or extended
into notebooks). To be fair to the complexity of the extended turn in functionalism the concept of
14
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representation has been transformed in various ways (e.g., actionorientedrepresentations, Wheeler
2005), but there is no specific controversy or confrontation with the very notion of representation as
essential to cognition. Representations are therefore necessary for a complete extended functionalist
approach (even if it is possible to admit some cognitive performance that does not require them).
The enactive approach, in contrast, is representationskeptic. This is rooted in the search for a solid
conceptual grounding of the notions of cognition, values, agency, etc. in dynamical and systemic
concepts that originate in theories of biological organization. For this reason, enactivism sees organ
isms as making sense of their environment by coupling precarious processes of selforganization
and generation of identities (at different levels) with environmental dynamics which are imbued
with sense and value because of their potential effect on the maintenance of such processes. The no
tion of operational closure (autonomy) cannot be approached in functionalist terms (Di Paolo,
2009). Therefore, the roots of meaningful activity are located, not in vehicles storing environmental
information, but in coordinating dynamical processes at various scales. Internal representations (in
the strong sense of internal states bearing cognitive content) are therefore rejected by enactivism.
The advantage of this view is that the notion of representing, as a cognitive activity, becomes some
thing that demands an explanation in itself in terms of dynamics, and not in terms of elements that
are themselves already representations, thus avoiding mixing explanans and explanandum. More
over, the enactivist conception of an organism’s world (the lived and experienced environment) is
not something that precedes the organism and is therefore prone to be captured or encapsulated by
an agent’s cognitive subsystem. It is the very constitution and activity the agent as a whole that en
acts a world. If anything, representing is an activity that comes much later (and mostly as a social
activity) in the development of cognitive skills and adaptive capacities, a form of social symboliza
tion that requires a complex repertoire of cognitive resources to come about and be properly ex
plained (social coordination, communicative intention, creativity, etc.).

The role of representations in SMCT
In contrast to extended functionalism or enactivism, the attitude towards representationalism im
plied in SMCT is more ambiguous. Ostensibly, SMCT claims to categorically reject the existence of
internal representations. In their emphasis on the world as an outside memory, O’Regan and Noë
propose that “there is no representation of the world inside the brain” (O’Regan and Noë, 2001).
They claim that all that is needed to explain perceptual experiences are methods for probing the pic 
torial, threedimensional world itself, i.e. the mastery of sensorimotor contingencies. In this view,
SMCT presents itself as consisting of the positive claim that perceiving consists in the exercise of
SMCs, and the negative claim that representations are unnecessary (in general, not just for percep
tion)
However, O’Regan & Noë seem to accept that the visual system extracts, stores and categorizes in
formation about the environment in one form or another, and makes use of it to influence current or
future behavior. Also, knowledge of the laws of sensorimotor contingency itself needs to be stored
somehow. The authors are happy to label such stored information representations, in apparent con
flict with their claim that there are no representations of the world in the brain. However, a closer
look reveals that the claim of SMCT in regard to representations is in fact not the denial of their ex 
istence in general, but rather that
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1. It is not the brain’s role in vision to recreate a detailed, pictorial, three dimensional represen
tation of the world from retinal images. We do not have such representations, nor need them
to explain conscious experience.
2. To the extent that representations do exist (even if fractured, distributed, multilevel), they
are neither sufficient nor necessary for seeing (and by implication for perception in general).
In support of these claims, O’Regan and Noë present the phenomenology of change blindness, per
ceptual completion, visual inversion, color perception etc. as showing that we don’t have (access to)
detailed internal representations of the world. Regarding the necessity for such representations, ac
cording to SMCT we can have “flawless, unified and continuous experience” without having to
build internal representations with the same qualities from the two distorted retinal images that are
punctuated by blind spots and interrupted by saccades. This is because seeing does not, and cannot,
consist in some part of the brain (nor mind or agent) reflecting upon an internally represented im
age, the suggestion of which would be committing the homuncular fallacy. It rather is the doing of
something in the visual modality, such as exploration of once environment, using information avail
able to the brain. The importance of action in perception is illustrated in behaviors that seem to im
ply the persistence of information within the cognitive agent, but can in fact be explained without
reference to representations by taking into account the temporally extended dynamics of action.
Schlesinger and Parisi (2001), for example, provide an example of a representationfree reinforce
ment learning neural network that tracks objects as though it had representations of them.
The neurophysiological implication of this view is that supposed neural correlates cannot and do not
explain perceptual experience. Visual neurons responding to virtual contours, or mirror neurons re
sponding to a gesture, do not make the subject have the impression of a contour or gesture. Experi 
ences are something which the organism as a whole has, not something that can be attributed to a
neuron (or networks of them). It might well be necessary that the brain extracts information from in
teraction with the environment, and abstracts this into a form that can be used across a wide range of
different tasks and capacities. But such abstract multipurpose representations are neither sufficient
for nor identical to experience (which can easily be seen in the fact that having images on the retina
does not make people see). What matters is how such information contributes to the sensorimotor
activity of the organism as a whole.
Though in essence a sensorimotor account of perceptual experience, SMCT does not claim that all
experiencing depends on action. Rather, action is necessary to acquire knowledge of the ways move
ment affects sensory stimulation. Making use of this knowledge then is required for experience, but
not action itself. In still other words, knowing the consequences of potential movements, not move
ments as such, is necessary for experience. This explains how we can have experiences in the ab
sence of overt movement, such as when we’re dreaming, in the case of hallucinations and mental
imagery, and the fact that paralysed people are of course able to see. It also implies that neural activ
ity sometimes can be sufficient for some forms of experience (dreaming, mental imagery). Similar
ly, though dependent on capacities for action, it is not the claim that seeing, i.e. exercising visual
SMCs, is always for the guidance of action. SMCT hence is compatible with the idea that some
times what we see doesn’t guide our action directly, but might instead change our desires or beliefs
(e.g. when looking at art in a gallery). This explanation may bring some coherence to SMCT, how
ever, it does so by putting the approach uncomfortably close to the traditional functionalist camp.
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In summary, representations (or internal states) in SMCT might be necessary (an empirical matter),
but certainly are not sufficient causes of perception (a conceptual matter). Stored information might
be needed for acquiring SMCs, but it is the exercise of SMCs that explains perceptual experience.
This is mereologically correct. It is the agent as a whole that has experiences, no individual part of it
can be its locus. Exercise of SMCs, on the other hand, is something that the whole agent does.

3. Extending the notion of SMC to cognition
Why is it interesting to extend the notion of SMCs? The SMC framework is promising for research
because it introduces concepts that can be translated into empirical hypotheses and robotic models.
While the general idea has been most intuitively described for cases like vision or touch, its poten
tial can be expected to apply to perceptual systems in general and other aspects of cognition. What is
required therefore are either extensions or specializations of the notion in order to address cases that

Fiugre 3: Perception centered SMCs (on which most of the previous work has been focused in the
literature) and complementary body centered SMCs. Habit centered SMC might include both into SM
patterns of behavior.

can bootstrap a program both in empirical and robotic research.
Moreover, as we discuss below, different extensions should emphasize more the role of action (not
only as subordinated exclusively to perception). SMCT has been primarily formulated as a theory of
perception (that involves action in a sensorydependent manner), but a theory of perceptuallyguided
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action (or motor control) will be equally required, where sensation is used for motor pattern genera
tion (this is the focus of the next section). In a sense, for the theory to be further elaborated, percep 
tioncentered SMCs need to be integrated with actioncentered SMCs in order to make progress to
wards extending SMCs to cognition.
We should clarify that these extensions should be always carried out with the additional aim of en
riching the roots of SMCT in the embodied cognition frameworks already discussed, so as to articu
late the concept with increasing coherence.
The eSMCs project has identified three concrete extensions:
 Modalityrelated eSMCs: This first type captures the specific changes of the sensory signal
in a single modality depending on the agent's action. Examples are the different perspective
distortions resulting from visual sensor movements and robot locomotion, sound pressure
profile changes when the robot rotates, or the dependence of the forcefeedback from the
force exerted by a gripper. This is the most basic type of eSMCs which, according to SMCT
(O’Regan and Noë 2001) distinguishes the qualities of sensory experiences in the different
sensory channels like “seeing”, “hearing”, “touching” etc. This type of contingency is ad
dressed by the SMCT in its original formulation.
 Objectrelated eSMCs: The second type concerns the effects on the sensory system that are
specific for each object under consideration, and are inherently supramodal. Thus, they de
scribe the multisensory impression an object leaves upon a set of actions of the agent. An
example is given by the different visual and force feedback signals received when touching a
sponge, a piece of cardboard, or a piece of wood. This type of eSMCs identifies the object
under consideration, and exercising actions from a set of objectspecific eSMCs corresponds
to perceiving this object. It is one of the fundamental claims of the approach pursued here,
though, that the observed relations between actions and sensory changes are sufficient for
recognizing a particular object. Objectspecific eSMCs are more numerous and more com
plex than modalityspecific eSMCs.
 Intentionrelated eSMCs: The third type denotes a proposed novel generalization of the con
cept of sensorimotor contingencies and considers the longterm correlation structure be
tween complex actions/action sequences and the resulting outcomes or rewards, which the
agent learns to predict. We propose that these intentionrelated contingencies capture the
consequences of an agent’s actions on a more general level and on extended time scales.
These complex eSMCs would also include contingencies that are cognitively simulated by
the agent and do not relate to factual movement. After learning these eSMCs they could be
used to predict if an action will be rewarding or not, and rank alternatives. At the same time
this kind of contingencies can be the basis for action plans that involve several steps to reach
an overall goal. Another consequence is that in this way anticipation and anticipatory behav
ior, and the sense of agency could be grounded in eSMCs1.
While the first extension (modalityrelated SMC) remains within the realm of perception (even if
this is considered as actionrelated), the other two demand more sophisticated frameworks for ac
1 How this three types of extensions to the concept of SMC relate to bodymovementcentered SMCs and perception
centered SMCs is open to future development. Filling the gaps left open by a perceptioncentered notion of SMCs is
a first step in this direction but a full development of a SMCT to include objects and intentions will require a more
complex theoretical development (we provide some further steps in subsequent sections of this report).
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tion. We consider that expanding the underlying conceptual elements for a theory of action (in
SMCcompatible terms) involves revising some of the actionrelated notions invoked in SMCT (no
tions like prediction, emulation, etc.).
While proponents of the SMC approach have focused on the motor basis of perception (i.e. how po
tential and actual movements can shape the perceptual experience) it is interesting to note that the
very notion of action has been treated more or less as a freevariable: by this we mean that the ap
propriate action in each perceptual context is called in an explanation of perception as required and
without constraint (i.e as if the motor part of sensorimotor contingency would vary without intrinsic
limitations, synergies and tendencies or propensities). The softness of the sponge is in part constitut
ed by the pressing movement of the fingers and the smoothness of the table surface by the stroking
movement of the hand. But what calls forth these particular movements in each case, why don't we
stroke the sponge and press the table? In each case what counts as appropriate action is in part also
constituted by the perceptual context (both proprioceptive and exteroceptive), and this aspect has
been underdeveloped under the SMCT.
But one can go a level deeper into movement, the very movement of pressing already exploits a set
of bodily sensorimotor contingencies that channel possible degrees of freedom into a specific pat
terns (much in line with an inverse case of perceptioncentered SMCs). Even when we come to a
novel perceptual context for the first time we come equipped with a set of skillful ways of moving
our bodies based on proprioception and understanding of bodycentered SMCs. This allows us not
to confront the new perceptual situation in a naïve manner but based on our existing bodily skills.
There is not only a dependence of perception on motor activity but also a dependence of bod
ilymovement on proprioception and the emerging perceptual awareness. This situation might con
verge into a stable way of exploring the perceptual situation and the development of this stability is
what we might call the mastery of SMCs. So, instead of thinking on a single center for SMCs, natu
ral behavior should be understood as a nested set of sensorimotor contingencies ranging from the
muscular sensorimotorpatterns to higher level exploratory or goaloriented behavior.
A way of articulating this proposal, instead of understanding SMC as perception or action serving,
is to think of them as habits, i.e., as involving as much a perceptual component as a motor compo
nent. This will allow to have a blending conceptual space to make some progress in extending the
SMC concept into cognition without assuming a strong perception/action dichotomy (Figure 3). In
addition a SMC theory of habits might provide some avenues to approach the problem of agency
and identity: the notion of a bundle of habits (Barandiaran 2008). We shall explore the notion of
habit in relation to that of SMC below, we must first explore the possibility to expand the SMC ap
proach to action.

3.1. The SMC approach to bodily movement: Are internal models necessary?
Sensorimotor contingencies are defined as lawlike relations between an agent’s actions and their
sensory consequences. According to SMCT, acquiring and exercising knowledge of these laws by an
agent in the exploration of its environment constitutes perception. There is a striking resemblance
between this definition of SMC and the notion of internal forward model in the computational mo
tor control literature. The latter expresses the idea that the brain can simulate the consequences of a
motor command to predict the resulting changes in sensory feedback. Although the original formu
lation of SMC does not explicitly mention the ability to predict sensory consequences, it often
seems implied. For example, it is argued that sometimes very little sensory information is needed to
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perceive a given object, because one’s brain is attuned to “certain potentialities”, i.e. the knowledge
that if we were to move in a certain way, the sensory feedback would change in such and such a way
(e.g. see O’Regan and Noë, 2001, p.945). Connections have also been made between SMCs and the
concept of body schema, predictive coding and the freeenergy principle, all of which can be con
sidered internal model theories. Because of this connection between SMCT and the computational
notion of internal models, it is worth critically examining the use of, and evidence for such models
in motor control, where the idea originated. This should be considered as a first step towards a clear
er definition of what “knowledge of SMCs” could mean, and toward the disentanglement of such
concepts from similar notions like internal model, body representation, simulation and prediction.
Not the least this could help to avoid replacing the idea of a detailed internal model of the world,
with a detailed internal model of the body.
Clarifying these concept is also necessary for creating the foundation of an SMC approach to action,
which we have argued to be a prerequisite for successful, theoreticallyloaded extensions of the
SMC concept. Much in line with the original contribution of SMCT in perception (that perception is
not about storing internal model of environmental objects), SMCT can contribute to a theory of ac
tion where action is not just the motor expression of an internal control model but the mastery of
‘motorsensory’ contingencies that are available to the body. So, in one sense, a relevant question for
the project of extending SMC to cognition is whether action is primarily a result of “disembodied”
representational models of motor patterns: Are internal models necessary for coherent structured ac
tion (e.g. reaching a glass of water)?

Background on the idea of internal models
According to computational theories of motor control, the
problem of movement generation is essentially one of coordi
nate transformations: a desired movement is first defined in
spatial coordinates and then transformed into the required
forces or torques to be applied at the joints by the muscles. To
compute these variables, the system uses internal representa
tions of the geometry as well as the dynamical equations of
motion of the body. The former can be used to calculate in
verse kinematics, e.g. the joint angles required to position the
hand at a particular point in external Cartesian space. The lat
ter is used in an inverse dynamics process to calculate the joint
torques or muscle forces necessary to drive to those desired
joint angles. These processes are inverse in the sense that they
revert the natural causality of motion from muscle forces to
changes in position. In addition to inverse internal models,
computational approaches often also employ internal forward
models to predict the consequences of a motor command. A
forward model mimics the actions of the motor apparatus, i.e.
Figure 4: A scheme describing
the causal relationship between its inputs (e.g. muscle activa
reafference
from Holst and Mittelstaedt
tions) and outputs (e.g. joint torques). When driven by a copy
(1950)
of the motor command, it can therefore predict the sensory
consequences this command would elicit. It has been argued that forward models are necessary, for
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example, to adjust control signals on the basis of anticipated sensory consequences rather than actu
al sensory feedback, in order to mitigate the detrimental effect of delays in the latter.
The idea that copies of motor commands interact with sensory feedback goes back to Holst and
Mittelstaedt (1950) as well as Sperry (1950). The former tried to explain how an organism can dis
tinguish between the sensory consequence of selfinitiated actions, reafference, and sensory stimula
tion due to externally imposed movement, exafference. They proposed that a motor command, or ef
ference (E), would be sent to the effector. At the same time a copy of that signal, the efference copy
(EK) would be compared with the afference (A), such as to factor out the portion of the feedback
that is due to the motor command (see Figure 4). Of course, in few cases can motor command and
afference be directly compared. Instead, a forward model is usually assumed that predicts the senso
ry consequences of an intended action. The output of this forward model is then compared with ac
tual sensory feedback to cancel out selfgenerated sensory effects. The anticipated output, and in
general any signal of central origin that is afferent in nature (internal sensory signal) and that modu 
lates sensory feedback, is called a corollary discharge2. Though initially suggested to explain the
stability of the image of the world despite of movements in the eye or head, notions of efference
copy and corollary discharge face certain limitations when it comes to the perception of almost per
fect spatial constancy (Bridgeman, 2007).

Figure 5: Anticipatory grip force modulation (reproduced from Kawato 1999).

For a typical example of using forward and inverse models, consider the task of a goaldirected arm
movement while the hand is grasping an object between index finger and thumb (Kawato, 1999)
(see Figure 3). The problem involves the control of a grip force that is just sufficient to prevent the
object from slipping. Here, an inverse model of the combined dynamics of arm and grasped object
would be used to calculate the motor commands necessary for achieving a desired hand trajectory.
These commands would then be sent to the arm muscles, and an efference copy to a forward dynam
ics model. Based on the predicted trajectory of the arm, an expected load force could be calculated
that would act on the grasped object. Taking into account load, friction and safety margins, a grip
force could then be determined that would prevent the object from slipping, and appropriate motor
commands could be sent to the hand muscles.
2 Use of the notions of efference copy and corollary discharge in the literature is actually incoherent. In some fields
they are used interchangeably, and sometimes their meaning in reversed (efference copy as being of afferent nature
and corollary discharge as motor copy).
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Benefits of and requirement for internal models
As mentioned above, inverse models are required mainly if the target of a goaldirected action is
specified in coordinates different from those that motor commands are expressed in. In this case, the
inverse model translates from target coordinates to motor coordinates, e.g. from visual (retinal,
headbased) to motor peripheral (muscle forces). Since the inverse model directly specifies required
motor commands, a system using it can run an openloop control scheme that does not rely on sen
sory feedback (as a feedback scheme would).
A forward model, in its most general form, predicts the output of a system from its inputs. Karniel
identifies three distinct roles that it can play, namely those of output predictor, state estimator and
distal teacher (Karniel, 2002). Forward models of the first kind can predict the actual movement of
the system and/or its sensory consequences. For example, an efference copy could be used in con
junction with a forward dynamics model to predict and cancel out the sensory effect (reafference)
of selfinduced actions. Such a control scheme has been suggested as explanation for the fact that we
cannot tickle ourselves (Blakemore et al., 1998), and as a mechanism for stabilising visual space
against movements of the head and the eyes (Jeannerod, 1997). It has also been suggested as a
means to determine agency (Wolpert and Flanagan, 2009), by allowing judgements of perceived
motion as selfgenerated on the basis of a perfect match between predicted and actual sensory feed
back; i.e., movements predicted on the basis of motor commands could be labelled as selfgenerat
ed, and those that are unpredictable as due to external factors.
Output prediction has also been proposed to be effective during anticipatory postural adjustment and
grip force modulation. Rapid arm movements, for example, are usually preceded by adjustments in
the rest of the body that mitigate the effect of upcoming interaction torques (Belenkii et al., 1967).
Also, when moving their arms while grasping an object in precision grip, subjects make anticipato
ry adjustments to grip force that cancel the effect of load forces arising due to selfgenerated move
ment (Wing and Flanagan, 1998). This gripforce/loadforce coupling can be explained in a frame
work incorporating both inverse and forward models as described above. Here, the prediction of
load force by the forward model compensates for the delay in sensory detection of the load, which is
deemed too long to prevent slip.
Another suggested role is the use of forward models to provide internal feedback about the predicted
consequences of a motor command when the delay of actual sensory feedback would otherwise lead
to instability. An extension of this idea, known as a Smith predictor, delays the output of the forward
model to cancel out the predictable components from the actual feedback. This allows for a feed
back system that only corrects the remaining unpredictable, and likely small, errors that cannot be
anticipated by the internal model. The cerebellum has been proposed to act as a Smith predictor, for
example (Miall et al., 1993). While Smith predictors can only deal with linear and stable systems,
similar schemes involving both forward and inverse models have been proposed that can deal with
nonlinear systems. Bhushan and Shadmehr, for example, have developed a modified scheme that can
reproduce human movement adaptation to external force fields (Bhushan and Shadmehr, 1999).
Forward models in the role of state estimator have been implied in a theory of sensorimotor integra
tion based on the Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960). In a Kalman filter, a forward model is used to pre 
dict the sensory consequences of a system’s actions given a copy of the motor command and a cur
rent state estimate. The difference between predicted and actual sensory consequences of the action
(feedback) is then used to adjust the state estimate, a process that involves an inverse model to con
vert from sensory coordinates to state variables. The amount of adjustment is based on an assess
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ment of the reliability of sensory feedback, which could be corrupted by noise and uncertainties. A
Kalman filter is designed to strike the optimal balance between reliance on prediction and feedback.
In essence, it uses motor commands, sensory feedback and a model of the motor system to reduce
uncertainty in its state estimate, and can therefore deal with noisy systems. It has been proposed, for
example, as an explanation for experiments in which subjects estimate the position of their arm after
having performed a movement in the dark (Wolpert et al., 1995).
As a distal teacher, finally, a forward model helps in the learning of an inverse model when the only
teaching signal available is specified in output coordinates (hence ‘distal’). In this setting, the for
ward model is employed to determine the errors made by the inverse model, and the aim is to adapt
the latter such that this error is minimized (Jordan and Rumelhart, 1992). This has been shown to be
advantageous when there is no unique inverse model or in the presence of noise (Karniel, 2002;
Nguyen, 2011).
The idea of internal models or simulations has also steadily leaked from theories of motor control
into other disciplines of cognitive science. Grush, in his emulation theory (2004), for example, pro
poses that internal models of the body and the environment, whose primary purpose is to improve
motor control and perception, can be run offline to produce motor and visual imagery, help inter
prete theory of mind phenomena, and could ground the semantics of language in their behaviorori
ented representational structure. Wolpert et al. (2003) have also argued that internal models can be
used in action understanding, imitation, theory of mind, and social interaction. There is a growing
trend arguing that organisms need to be able to predict the sensory consequences of their own ac
tions to be capable of fast and adaptive behavior, and that internal modeling provides a unifying
framework for understanding cognition in general.

Evidence for and against internal models
The internal model approach to motor control is essentially based on the following three assump
tions: the brain centrally specifies forces to be applied to the body; these forces are derived using an
inverse dynamics model; the motor system makes use of predictive mechanisms based on forward
models. Here we review some evidence for and against these assumptions (for further detail refer to
these reviews: Wolpert et. al. 1998; Kawato 1999, Ostry and Feldman, 2003).
Direct force control

The idea that the brain directly calculates and controls the forces required to produce desired move
ments is supported by studies showing systematic relationships between joint torques, muscle activi
ty, kinematics and task variables (Gottlieb et al., 1990; Corcos et al., 1989; Gottlieb et al., 1996). It
has also been demonstrated that torques at the shoulder and elbow joints follow a linear relationship
under many conditions (Gribble and Ostry, 1999), and that subjects are capable of judging force out
put over a wide range of magnitudes (Jones, 1989). Further support is lent by electrophysiological
data. Activity of neurons in cortical area 4, for example, has been shown to correlate with the direc
tion of required force output (Georgopoulos et al., 1992). Also, certain cerebellar lesions lead to
problems that seem to indicate a failure to control the interaction torques arising in one joint as a re
sult of motion in another (Bastian et al., 1996). However, activity in the primary motor cortex (M1)
has also been shown to predict hand direction (Georgopoulos et al., 1982), velocity (Schwartz,
1993), or movement distance (Fu et al., 1995), or arm geometry in redundant degrees of freedom
(Scott et al., 1997). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated recently, that neurons in motor cortex are
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tuned in fact to complex patterns, including many muscles and joints, that reflect the behavioral
repertoire of the animal, such as hand to mouth movements, or reaching out and grasping (Graziano,
2006). Also, that tuning can change continuously with feedback, and in one example seems to indi
cate activity that stabilizes a joint equilibrium (Graziano, 2006). The nature of the controlled vari
ables in movement generation is still in debate, but in light of the recent evidence it seems unlikely
that a single variable such as muscle force accounts for all types of movements occurring naturally.
A theoretical limitation of the direct force control approach is its inability to resolve the pos
turemovement problem as first identified by Holst and Mittelstaedt (1950), who drew attention to
the fact that the body is in any posture stabilized by neuromuscular mechanisms that generate forces
in order to resist external perturbations. Yet it is also clear that the organism is able to intentionally
move from one pose to another. How is this possible without triggering resistance by postural reflex
es? Computational approaches typically assume that desired forces are encoded in the group activity
of motoneurons as reflected in measured EMG signals. EMG signals, however, cannot predict pos
ture. Recordings from point to point movements show that EMG activity is zero at the initial and fi
nal position, and by extension, whenever the system is at rest (see e.g. Suzuki et al., 2001). Different
postures can therefore not be encoded by motorneuron activity or forces directly, but must be con
trolled by other variables. If it were assumed that forces are specified directly only to transition be
tween different postures, then the stabilising mechanisms would have to be completely or partially
suppressed. However, experimental observations do not support this idea. Instead, even intermediate
postures, that is to say, any point on the trajectory from initial to final pose, seem to be stabilized by
resisting actions (Won and Hogan, 1995). The failure to establish different poses without inducing
resistance, and the resulting mismatch between predicted and empirically observed EMG signals, in
dicate conceptual gaps in theories of direct force control.
Inverse models

Often cited as evidence for internal modelbased movements executed in a purely feedforward man
ner, is the fact that deafferented monkeys, i.e. those whose sensory feedback is eliminated surgically,
can still reach for targets with their hands (Polit and Bizzi, 1979). Though it is true that monkeys in
the lab have have demonstrated this ability, even when not able to see their arm, these results come
with several significant qualifications. Firstly, the monkeys executed movements more crudely when
compared to their natural performance. Secondly, they needed to be highly trained (25 days before
they had adapted), which begs the question of how relevant the finding is to explain movements un
der natural conditions. Thirdly, the experiments only involved large arm movements with unde
manding requirements on final position accuracy, i.e. only rather coarse movements. The experi
mental setup further constrained the monkey’s ability to move severely. They only learned to pro
duce single joint rotations of the elbow in the horizontal plane with the shoulder fixed at a particular
position. When the shoulder position was changed slightly (by 1 to 2 inches), the ability to reach,
even coarsely, was lost. The same is true when a constant load was applied to the arm. The result of
the experiment would therefore be better described as trained monkeys being able, in very con
strained conditions, and after significant training, to produce coarse elbow rotations in the right di
rection. Polit and Bizzi conclude: “The dramatic inability of the deafferented monkey to execute ac
curate pointing responses in an unusual postural setting or when a constant bias load was applied
underscores the great importance of afferent feedback in updating and adjusting the execution of
learned motor patterns when posture is changed. These findings emphasize the widespread influ
ence and importance of afferent impulses in the control of voluntary movement.”
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Support for the existence of inverse models is also sought in experiments in which subjects execute
reaching movements while exposed to an external force field (Shadmehr and MussaIvaldi, 1994).
Such fields, usually generated by a robotic manipulandum, alter the effective dynamic characteris
tics of the arm by applying forces that depend on its position and velocity. When arm movements
are carried out in a force field, observed hand trajectories are initially distorted when compared to
natural straightline paths. Over repeated trials, however, subjects adapt to the load and eventually
restore their normal hand paths. If the force field is then suddenly removed, trajectories become dis
torted once again, but in the opposite direction of the previously applied perturbations. The explana
tion, according to the force control hypothesis, is that kinematically planned reaching movements
are realized by an inverse dynamics model of the arm. This model initially fails to account for the
externally applied forces, but over time adapts to their stable characteristics. The resulting model of
combined arm and force field dynamics then misrepresents the actual situation when the field is lat
er removed. The idea of an internal model combining arm and load dynamics is supported by exper
iments with monkeys in which it was shown that neurons in area 4 change their tuning properties
with changes in load (Gribble and Scott, 2002). However, neither the behavioral nor the physiologi
cal evidence rule out alternative explanations. They merely show that humans (and monkeys) can
take loads into account when performing arm movements. Gribble and Ostry (2000) have demon
strated in a framework of position control that load adaptation is possible without representation of
forces, inverse dynamics or forward predictive simulation. It is also interesting to observe that while
the ability to adapt to force fields has been taken as evidence for internal models in the above exam
ple, the inability of astronauts to adapt to zero gravity and to predict the movement of and catch a
ball in this situation, has also been put forward as evidence for internal models (Lacquaniti and
Zago, 2001).
Physiological evidence for an inverse dynamics model has been offered in the context of patterns of
cerebellar Purkinje cell activity (see Kawato 1999 for further details). Temporal activity of these
neurons during tracking movements of the eye were predicted on the basis of an inverse dynamics
representation of the eye, more specifically a linear combination of eye acceleration, velocity and
position. However, correlation does not equal causation, and it is not entirely surprising that neural
activity correlating with mechanical variables such as position and velocity can be identified in a
system that couples mechanical, sensory and neural components. In the same set of experiments,
climbing fibres feeding in to the cerebellum were found to carry sensory error signals in coordinates
of the motor command. This observation was used to support the socalled cerebellar feedbacker
rorlearning model, in which the error produced by a feedback loop is used to train an inverse model
that functions as a feedforward controller (Kawato et al., 1987). Imaging and lesion studies have
also demonstrated that the cerebellum is involved with motor adaptation and learning (Thach, 1998,
Baizer et al, 1999). Interpretation of cerebellar activity in the context of arm movements has so far
been less successful, though complex spikes of Purkinje cells here to have been shown to relate to
errors in motor performance.
On theoretical grounds, current inverse model approaches seem incapable of resolving the redun
dancy problem. If one starts with a desired hand trajectory, then any given velocity profile does not
define a unique pattern of joint rotations (one can for example produce the same hand path with the
trunk in different positions), and hence not a unique pattern of joint torques. What’s more, a single
joint torque does not define a unique pattern of muscle forces, and a muscle force does not deter
mine a unique pattern of motor unit recruitment. Even if correct EMG signals were determined by
inverse dynamics computations, taking into account redundancies and nonlinearities at the levels of
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trajectories, poses, joint and muscle configurations, for a full account of motor control it would be
necessary to determine the (approx. 200.000) motorneuron inputs that produce the desired EMG
outputs. However, effects such as threshold and plateaupotentials cannot be reversed without signif
icant oversimplification of the relevant dynamics. For an overview of problems with applying in
verse methods to determine individual muscle contributions, see Zajac (2002).
Forward models

Neurophysiological support for forward models was presented in experiments investigating the fact
that selfproduced tactile stimuli are perceived as less ticklish than the same stimuli generated exter
nally (Blakemore et al., 1998). Here it was found that a part of the cerebellar cortex was selectively
inhibited by selfproduced movements that resulted in tactile stimulation, but significantly activated
by externally produced stimuli. Differential neural activity in the cerebellum during anticipatory
grip force modulation has also been demonstrated (Kawato et al., 2003). The existence of mirror
neurons (Rizzolatti et al, 1996), which fire when a subject executes an action or perceives another
person executing it, seems to lend further evidence for the idea of internal models.
Motor control schemes employing forward models can be used to fill in missing sensory input, and
among a set of different control schemes were shown to best explain the performance of subjects in
a polebalancing task with visual blankouts (Mehta and Schaal, 2002). The same experiments al
lowed for further distinction between different usecases for forward models. The Smith predictor,
for example, was rejected formally for control of mechanically unstable systems, of which human
balancing is just one example, as it would provably become unstable itself. The most successful
model was similar to the Kalman filter proposed for explaining the performance of subjects estimat
ing their arm position after movements in the dark (Wolpert et al., 1995). However, Ostry and Feld
man (2003) note that the data in both experiments can be explained by alternative hypotheses that
do not involve internal models. The experiments should therefore be considered examples of plausi
ble mechanism that can deal with the respective phenomena, but they don’t offer direct evidence in
favor of internal models.
Because forward models affect motor output only indirectly, evidence in their favour is more diffi
cult to establish than for inverse models. This is crucial, because for output prediction every model
based controller can in theory be replaced with a direct control scheme that does not use internal
models but has exactly the same inputoutput function (Mehta and Schaal, 2002). Direct controllers
have been suggested as a model for motor learning in the cerebellum (Barto et al., 1999). Because of
their equivalence, none of the studies suggesting the involvement of internal models mentioned
above can rule out the use of a nonmodel based controller. Another complication in identifying
neural correlates of forward models is that they can be implemented either as a large associative
memory implementing a lookup table, in which each motor command is paired with its sensory
consequence, or as articulated model, in which internal variables interact according to the same laws
of dynamics and mechanics that describe the modelled system.
One of the proposed roles for internal forward models (of its potential links to SMC approaches) is
their use in a control scheme that operates on predicted rather than actual sensory feedback. This, it
is argued, mitigates the detrimental effects of delays on the stability of the motor system. Such con
cerns about the destabilising effect of sensory delays might not be justified, however. Firstly, intrin
sic viscoelastic muscle properties generate instantaneous stabilizing forces in response to changes in
position or velocity, a mechanism termed preflex (Brown and Loeb, 2000). Also, use of both posi
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tion and velocity feedback, as is the case in sensory input to the motorneurons, can help to mini
mize instabilities caused by long delays (Ali et al., 1998). A model incorporating both preflexes as
well as position and velocity feedback was demonstrated to be sufficiently stable for arm movements
with reflex delays within the empirically observed range (StOnge et al., 1997). More recently, (Pi
lon and Feldman, 2006) have emphasized that the central components of stretch reflex modulation
are best viewed as feedforward commands that influence the state of the reflex system prior to acti
vation of the muscles. Consequently, it contributes to muscle activation immediately, not just after
an initial lag period. Their model confirmed that threshold control of fast arm movements is indeed
stable for proprioceptive delays that cover both spinal as well as transcortical reflex loops.
There is no doubt that human motor control features predictive or anticipatory mechanisms that can
detect and compensate for the effects of selfinduced motion or novel sensorimotor environments. It
is a valid question, though, whether these are implemented in the nervous system as internal models,
that is to say detailed and accurate predictive simulations of the body and/or the external world.
Very simple animals have capacities like those often explained with the aid of internal models.
Webb (2004) notes, for example, that flies can distinguish selfgenerated visual slip from external
disturbances for flight stabilization. But it is unlikely that their small brains contain a model that can
simulate the effect of muscle activity on wing movements, the resulting change in body orientation,
the change in visual input in response to body movement and finally the response of visual receptors
to the resulting change in the visual flow field. Either a complete and accurate internal model is not
needed for such behaviors, or the internal model operates on some higher level of the control hierar
chy. Webb lists a range of other anticipatory animal behaviors that have been demonstrated to make
use of efference copy/corollary discharge, and which range in complexity from simple gating of a
sensory channel to the precise matching of timing and duration of sensory inhibition to the predict
ed sensory consequence. It is arguable though whether one should label any of these lowlevel
mechanisms as involving internal models or simulations without making the notion too thin.
Another way to avoid having to simulate all the details of the body and environment for anticipatory
behavior is to posit an internal model on a higher level of the control hierarchy. For example, the
motor command could be of the form “turn ten degrees left” and the sensory consequence the num
ber of degrees actually turned. This however, opens the door to another trivialization of the concept
of internal model, which is that even a simple feedback mechanism can be described as a predictor
if the target state is interpreted as both motor command and expected future state. If the motor com
mand is “turn ten degrees left”, then predicting the sensory consequence consists of simply copying
this command, as the organism “expects” to turn 10 degrees, without any need for internal model
ing. It is an empirical question where on the sliding scale between simple efference copy and accu
rate, complete forward models a particular anticipatory mechanism resides.

Sketch of an alternative view
An alternative to motor control involving the calculation of muscle forces using inverse and forward
models is proposed in the equilibriumpoint (EP) hypothesis (Feldman and Levin, 2009). This hy
pothesis originates in the physiological finding that descending motor signals arriving in the spine
do not result in changes of muscle lengths or forces. Rather, muscles produce force as a function of
length along a characteristic nonlinear curve that is shifted by the level of spinal stimulation
(Matthews 1959, Feldman 1966). In other words, muscles and reflexes together act like nonlinear
springs whose setpoint can be modulated by descending signals from the CNS. The underlying
mechanism for this behavior involves the tonic stretch reflex. The suggestion is that central motor
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commands change a component of the threshold length beyond which a muscle becomes activated
(Feldman 1966). If the muscle is stretched beyond this threshold, the stretch reflex will activate it in
proportion to the difference between actual and threshold length as sensed by proprioceptors. Acti
vation of the muscle in turn will produce contraction, thus bringing its length closer to the threshold
value. The continuous interaction of neural and muscular elements will thus drive the system to
wards a new position and state of minimal activation. It thus resolves the posturemovement prob
lem (mentioned above), explains why intermediate postures are stabilized against perturbations, and
the observation that muscle activity (EMG) is generally absent before and after a movement.
Threshold control is distinguished from force control by the fact that it implies a positional coordi
nate frame of motor control (muscle lengths), and in that it does not require any inverse dynamics
calculation of muscle forces. The CNS can simply shift threshold length from initial to final posi
tion, and spinal circuitry coordinates the necessary muscle activations.
Threshold control schemes have successfully been employed in addressing problems of redundancy
(Balasubramaniam and Feldman, 2004), vertical posture stability (Micheau et al., 2003), human
walking (Guenther and Ruder, 2003), sense of effort (Feldman and Latash, 1982), and in relating
kinematics, dynamics and EMG patterns in point to point reaching movements (Feldman et al.,
1990; Latash, 1993; Gribble et al., 1998). Despite various claims to the contrary (mostly based on
models that oversimplified the natural dynamics of the musculoskeletal system), this type of control
has also been shown to be consistent with empirically observed levels of damping and stiffness
(Gribble 1998, Kistemaker, 2006) and feedback delays (StOnge et al., 1997, Pilon and Feldman,
2006). It has also been employed in models of behaviors usually thought to require internal models,
such as load adaptation (Gribble and Ostry, 2000) and anticipatory gripforce modulation (Pilon et
al., 2007).
From a broader perspective, threshold control implies a view that it shares with SMCT, namely the
idea of a tight linkage, or parity, between perception and action. The requirement for forward mod
els in motor control partly stems from the assumption that motor commands and sensory conse
quences are expressed in different coordinates (e.g. muscle forces and muscle stretch respectively).
Hence, in order to compare motor commands and resulting feedback (e.g., to discriminate between
selfgenerated and externally imposed movements), the efference copy needs to drive a forward mod
el that predicts the sensory consequences of an action, which can then be compared to actual senso
ry consequences. But what if the assumption does not hold? It is still an open debate what the vari 
ables or coordinates are that the CNS uses to control movement. Threshold control implies that mo
tor control on the lowest level is expressed in the same coordinates as the feedback, namely changes
in stretchreflex threshold coordinates, i.e. muscle length (the functional unit consisting of muscle
spindle and “motor neuron” is in fact interesting in itself, because it’s neither sensory nor motor, but
rather defines an effect and provides the mechanism to achieve it). An extension of threshold control
proposes that the same mechanism might also operate on higher levels of the motor control hierar
chy (Feldman, 2011). If motor commands were expressed in the same coordinates as sensory conse
quences, then a forward model would not be needed to translate efference copy into sensory coordi
nates. The key idea is that movement control could essentially be seen not as motor control, but
equally as sensory control. What is specified, in goaldirected action, is the desired sensory conse
quence of the goal, not the muscle forces. That is, both actions and perceptions are encoded in the
same sensorimotor frame of reference (Feldman, 2008, 2009). This bears some resemblances with
Perceptual Control Theory (Powers, 1973) and Common Coding Theory (Prinz, 2003).
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Internal models, proceed with care
To summarize, most researchers in the field of motor control now support the view that the brain re
quires detailed internal models of the body in order to deal with the complex dynamics of the mus
culoskeletal system, with noisy and delayed feedback, or to distinguish between selfgenerated and
externally imposed movements. However, critics have pointed to a paucity of concrete evidence to
support this view, doubt the general feasibility of (learning) such models, propose alternative theo
ries that explain many of the same phenomena without reference to them, and claim that other, often
simpler, anticipatory mechanisms are often sufficient. The ground that computational motor control
stands on might be shakier than its current dominance suggests. Yet, many recent theories in cogni
tive science have adopted the internal model view in order to explain higherlevel cognitive capabili
ties. Grush (2004), for example, proposes that internal models of the body and the environment,
whose primary purpose is to improve motor control and perception, can be run offline to produce
visual imagery, reasoning, and language. Similar extensions have been proposed for social interac
tion, imitation and mindreading (Wolpert, 2003; and Hurley, 2007). It would seem to be a logical
step to also build SMCT on the idea of internal models as concrete implementations of concepts
such as “knowledge of SMCs”. The discussion above however indicates that care has to be taken so
as not to inherit the problems of internal models in a fullyfledged SMCT. Notions such as internal
models predicting, simulating or emulating the body’s actions should be used with extreme care,
since even a quick examination often reveals either an unwarranted applicability or a trivialization
of their use. Not all functional efferent copies result in predictions, not all sensorily, bodily and envi
ronmentally attuned motor commands result from emulations. Where the goal of progressing SMCT
is the clarification of concepts such as knowledge of SMCs, it would seem wise
 to not by default commit to a computational paradigm that relies on the availability of de
tailed internal models, but to also consider alternative approaches that might be compatible
with SMCT
 if reference is made to concepts such as internal models, to gather or examine substantial
(neurophysiological) evidence that justifies its use, and rules out simpler explanations
 to clarify what exactly is meant by internal model, if the notion is to be used. Is it a detailed
articulated simulation, an associative map, a simple anticipatory mechanism?

3.2. Habits and the project of extending SMC to cognition
Despite the considerable progress made in embodied approaches to cognitive science most of the
work has been ‘limited’ to either: a) provide partial models of specific cognitive phenomena (Port &
van Gelder 1995), b) deliver minimal artificial models that illustrate the dynamical or situated ap
proach (generally in the form of robotics—Brooks 1991, Beer 1997, 2003) or c) to provide a theoret
ical overview that is mostly critical with the cognitivist paradigm but rarely provides a full research
program (Dreyfus 2008, Chemero 2009). Attempts to scale up from closed sensorimotor loops to
more complex forms of action has been shown difficult. To state, on a purely theoretical basis, the
dynamic nature of cognitive behavior is nowadays insufficient.
This is perhaps why the notion of “habit” (together with the associated notion of SMC) has recently
attracted renewed attention in philosophy (Carslile 2005, Wallis 2008, Rietveld 2008), neuroscience
(Graybiel 2008), psychology (Wood and Neal 2007) and cognitive science (Sutton et al. 2011): it
might serve as a theoretical primitive that could become a building block for theory construction
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and provide a richer and more systematic account for noncognitivist approaches. Not surprisingly,
habits were the elementary starting point for most of the philosophers of mind and psychologist be
fore the advent of cognitivism. In particular for the associationist school that had long dominated
Angloamerican psychology and philosophy of mind (Hume, Hartley, James) latter developing into
behaviorism (Thorndike 1905, Watson 1913, Hull 1943). (See Figure 4 for a summary of the evolu
tion of the notion of habit in the history of Philosophy, Psychology and Cognitive Science.)

Figure 6: A Phylogeny/Genealogy of the concept of Habit in the History of Philosophy, Psychology and Cognitive
Science. Big theoretical schools are pictured with a onetoone influence diagram of authors that explicitly addressed
the concept of Habit as central to philosophical and psychological explanation, influence lines are broken by authors
that made highly influential critiques.

This history of habits was truncated by the cognitivist critique of behaviorism (Chomsky 1959) and
connectionism (Fodor and Pylyshyn 1988). The central argument of this critique was that the behav
iorist/associationist/connectionist notion of habit could not provide a sufficiently powerful account
of cognitive competence whereas representational architectures could be said to deliver it. However,
the symbolic vs. connectionist views debate on systematicity was caught in a false background di
chotomy that has long defined the boundaries of the problem: the “irreducible” tension between sta
tistical associationism on the one hand and the structured compositional thought on the other. The
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false dichotomy is partly due to the oversimplification that the associationist school had to face in
order to meet the positivist demands of the early 20th century. As a result, the notion of habit as an
elementary constituent of psychological theory collapsed into the behaviorist collection of associa
tions between stimuli or between stimulus and response (a view that still pervades in contemporary
computational neuroscience and machine learning approaches—Daw et al., 2005). On the other
hand, by detaching itself from behavior and focusing on perception and categorization the early con
nectionism remained within the representational (albeit subsymbolic) paradigm on what Clark has
termed the “unfinished revolution” (Clark, 1995).
It turns out that the theoretical landscape previous to the behaviorist and cognitivist turn had a much
richer notion of habit, particularly within the pragmatist school in the Angloamerican tradition
(James, 1890; Dewey, 1922, 1925) and along the organicist and phenomenological schools in the
continental tradition (from Hegel to Ravaisson 1838, Guillaume 1936 and MerleauPonty 1942). It is
this richer notion of habit that currently holds promises of becoming, if not a full blown alternative
to representations, at least a strong theoretical partner. Two key properties of habits might be said to
sustain this promise. On the one hand habits merge both actions and dispositions into a dynamic
structure that cuts across the brainbodyenvironment boundaries. As a result, habits stand in a priv
ileged theoretical position in the relationship between neural mechanisms and behavior (without
privileging either perception or action). On the other hand, habits are plastic which allows them to
cover a wide range of phenomena: from simple reflexes (zero to very low plasticity) to different
scales or learning and development, ultimately leading to the formation of flexible dependencies be
tween them so as to get progressively structured and organized into a complex adaptive web. It is
therefore important to consider the notion of habit in connection with that of SMC in order to ex
plore their join potential contribution to ground cognitive capacities.
We can provide a tentative definition of habit as follows:
a habit is a selfsustaining and plastic pattern of behavior that is formed when the stability
of a particular structure of sensorimotor correlations is dynamically coupled with the stabili
ty of the mechanisms generating it.
The full sense of this definition will unfold as we proceed. We can start by thinking about our every
day experience with habits. Often, for the formation of those habits that we recognize as such (our
life is crossed by them but the huge majority appear completely transparent to us) a considerable ef 
fort is usually required. Think on the habit of smoking (how difficult it is to smoke the first ciga
rette), jogging every morning (how tedious it is to confront the physical effort), reading at night
(how much resistance it involves for a child) or having a siesta after lunch (this one rarely requires
an effort!). Once it is formed, however, the recurrence of the habit is the condition of its own contin
uation, the very habit “calls” for its exercise and its exercise reinforces its permanence. One way of
understanding this circularity is to say that the stability or recurrence of the behavior that the habit
involves (smoking, reading, jogging) both depends on and reinforces the mechanisms that give rise
to it. Like a walking path in the countryside: the more it is used the more is gets clear of grass and
rocks, the more clear the more it attracts the next walker that in turn will clear it, etc. It is no coinci
dence that the notion of habit is strongly associated to habitat (from which they share etymological
origins): habits are enacted in specific contexts and strongly depend on some kind of ecological
connivance. Moreover it can be said that habits also codetermine the environment of the agent. The
notion of plasticity involves the capacity of a habit to be shaped or deformed under sensorimotor or
neurodynamic “pressure” (meaning perturbations or variations on its stability conditions) and to
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maintain this deformation as its new form (i.e. nonelasticity). In addition, plasticity is subject to
different degrees and temporal scales. It is the way in which plasticity and habits' stability depen
dencies are instantiated in behavior generating mechanisms (muscles, synapses, connectivity,
rhythms, etc.) what opens up the way for the development and nesting of SMCs into more complex
structures.
It is important to note that we do not restrict the notion of habit to its common everyday sense.
Looking at a handle just before we hold it to open the door and look forward right after, walking at a
certain pace, breathing diaphragmatically, etc. are all examples of habits as much as smoking with a
pipe or reading the newspaper on Sundays. Babies can be said to be born equipped by “innate” sen
sorimotor habits (mostly involving selfreinforcing patterns of stereotypical movements and corre
lated proprioceptive and tactile feedback) resulting from the exploration of sensory and motor spa
ces in the uterus (Kuniyoshi & Sangawa 2006). A process of selforganized development of habits
and fixation of sensorimotor contingencies starts right after; always within an ecological context
that provides stable regularities and remains open to the creation of new habits. Habits do not stand
in isolation as egotistically selfsustaining patterns of behavior. On the contrary as a result of inter
active development habits appear nested in hierarchical and sequential manner. Many complex ac
tions are composed of webs of sensorimotor habits whose deep structure does not reveal itself until
strongly disrupted. It is the case of visual adaptation to inverted goggles reported by Ivo Kohler
(1962, 1964): pointing to the idea that “habits exist in all areas of human personality” (Köhler 1964:
137) and that only through a strong process of rehabituation “do we notice what habit is, and to
what extent we consist of many and strong habits” (Köhler 1964: 138).
Particularly relevant is the role that the notion of habit plays on Piaget program of reconstructing
cognitive capacities starting from sensorimotor behavior in infants (Piaget, 1963; Boden, 1994). Pi
aget incorporates the notion of habit as the transition from reflexes to abstract sensorimotor
schemas, grounding sensorimotor intelligence on the organization of habit (which still lack the mo
bility, reversibility and generalization that are typical of intelligent schema): "the formation of habits
(...) concerns the problem of intelligence in the highest degree. (...) in so far as the organizing assim
ilatory process, which eventually arrives at the operations peculiar to intelligence, appears from the
outset in perceptual activity and in the formation of habits". There is in fact a "remarkable function
al continuity which links the successive structures built up by the child from the formation of ele
mentary habits to the spontaneous and sudden acts of invention which characterize highest forms of
sensorimotor intelligence. The affinity between habit and intelligence thus becomes manifest, both
arising, although at different levels, from sensorimotor assimilation" (Piaget, 1947:118).
The plasticity of habit constitutively mediates between the rigid reflex schema and the abstract
schema, situated at the transition where "mental life is dissociated from organic life" so that "sen
sorimotor assimilation is converted into ever more mobile structures which have an ever wider
scope" (Piaget, 1947:118). In particular habits play a theoretical role on the substages 2, 3 and 4 of
the Piagetian Sensorimotor stage of development, as constituents of primary and secondary circular
reactions and their progressive coordination, leading to goal oriented action and the generalization
of meanends relationship. But perhaps, the most valuable of Piagetian notions regarding habits (and
a dynamic and plastic notion of SMC), is the notion of equilibration of an increasingly complex or
ganization of habits through assimilations and accommodations (Piaget, 1975). By assimilation of
environmental variations Piaget meant their integration within the already existing repertoire of
habits or sensorimotor schemes whereas accommodation refers to the modifications of an individual
habit (reorganization of habits) to perturbations or variations of the environment. Through recur
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rent interactions with the environment and the dynamics of assimilation and accommodation the
cognitive subject gets increasingly structured constructing an organized network of habits.
This notion of behavioralneural stability might or might not involve the existence an explicit reward
module. In fact it calls into question the localization of a reinforcing function or mechanism: bodily
synergies, environmental regularities and neurodynamic distributed pattern formation might con
tribute to it in varying degrees without any of these factors assuming an explicit reinforcing role.
Three key aspects of the notion of habits presented above complement the notion of SMC as used in
O’Regan and Noë’s account:
 Habits have no privileged focus on perception, they involve perception and action but do not
subordinate action to exploratory perception.
 Habits have an inherently plastic nature, unlike the notion of SM rule or law (as the context
in which SMC are generally conceived), habits imply a graduation that can range from the
most rigid automatism to the more malleable of incipient habits. Whereas the notions of con
tingency and rule seem to imply a rather combinatorial, reversible and probabilistic variabili
ty without temporal structure the notion of plasticity implies a form of variation that is con
tinuous yet constrained and asymmetric in reversibility (i.e. unlearning a habit is not sym
metric with acquiring it).
 Habits do not assume or require the notion of knowledge, skill or mastery in order to gain ex
planatory value. In a sense habits are more fundamental and basic than what O’Regan and
Nöe’s explanatory target (perceptual awareness) required and provide a continuity solution to
model behavior; from animal ethology to human social interactions, from infant develop
ment to aging.
This is not to say that the notion of SMC should be radically abandoned and substituted by that of
habit, on the contrary, what we propose is to enrich the notion of SMC with the work and literature
on habit, incorporating notions of plasticity, reinforcement and stability and refocusing the notion of
SMC on a wider scope that integrates both bodycentered and perceptioncentered SMCs in a uni
fied theoretical building block. To make progress in this direction requires to move beyond purely
historical, conceptual or speculative approaches. In particular it requires that we further operational
ize the notion of habit and explore its theoretical plausibility through explicit robotic (real or simu
lated) models. The next section briefly discusses some previous work and ongoing progress.

Modeling Habits
From the perspective of work in the eSMCs project, it would be important to work with a notion of
habits that can be tested in models and can serve to guide empirical research. Contemporary model
ing of habits in behavioural neuroscience is mostly, and almost exclusively, reduced to reinforcement
learning paradigms where habits are conceived as SR pairings with some assigned probability de
fined and updated through a reward function. This impoverished conception of habits is clearly in
sufficient to address the richness of the concept as it was historically developed along pragmatist
and organicist schools and a contemporary reappraisal within the context of SMC. The notion of
habit that we advocate here requires:
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 Continuous time recurrent sensorimotor coupling and behavior generating mechanism (neu
ral networks) and thus no a priori chunking of action or perceptual sequences and states.
 Distributed and activitydependent plasticity: so that no explicit reinforcement policy exists,
no explicit value system that increases or decreases conditional probabilities between stimu
lus and response. This is not to say that habits do not have stability dependencies and are not
subject to reinforcement. Plasticity makes reinforcement possible without an explicit encod
ing of rewards coming from predefined optimality criteria.
Addressing these demands, previous work on minimally cognitive behavior with evolutionary robot
ics (Di Paolo 2000, Iizuka and Di Paolo 2007, 2008) has made use of Continuous Time Recurrent
Neural Networks with Homeostatic Plasticity (Turrigiano 1999, 2000) targeting rehabituation to
visual inversion and other sensorimotor disruptions and, more recently, an operand conditioning
task where the agent had to select between food sources of changing profitability making use of an
energy sensor connected to the network (Barandiaran & Di Paolo 2010). Artificial evolution has
been used to optimize the network parameters with two goals in mind: a strictly behavioral one
(phototaxis or operand conditioning) and internal stability of the controller. Under the stability con
straint the models shows a mutual dependency between the ongoing SMCs that are enacted through
behavior and internal homeostasis. As a result plastic changes are triggered only when the system is
perturbed (either by a visual inversion or by changes in profitability of food source) from the habitu
al brainbodyenvironment dynamic patterns.
It turns out that habits appear as lower dimensional neurodynamic structured patterns (e.g. cyclic at
tractors or transients) whose stability depends on the SMCs they create when coupled to specific en
vironmental and bodily contexts and endowed with the capacity to reorganize and recover stability
when perturbed in various ways.
Future extensions of the current modeling efforts will involve a further simplification of the control
architecture in order to be able to visualize and formalize more precisely the dynamics of the con
troller in interaction with the environment. The next stage of modeling will include the development
of two interdependent habits (i.e., moving beyond almost independent habits; for instance, photo
taxis or food choices) in order to explore the sequential ordering of habits and possible resolution of
conflicting dependencies (e.g., development of one habit modifying another habit).

Skills and habits
We can propose that a first approximation towards defining the notion of skill is to conceive it as a
projection of a habit onto two dimensions, viz. one associated to the cognitive agent itself as a mas 
ter of the skill and another to a classification of cognitive tasks and their associated normative
framework (i.e., what counts as a correct performance: it is not the same to master the skill of pre
paring tea in Japan or in England, it is not the same to run as a predator—to pursue—or as a prey—
to escape). As we have seen, a habit is an ecological entity encompassing the agent, the sensorimo
tor loops and the dynamics of the environment. It is, strictly speaking, not quite correct to speak of
habits as belonging to an agent, however, it is common place to associate the patterns of habitual be
havior enacted by an agent as the habits that correspond to that agent. Similarly, it is not necessary
for a habit to be associated with the performance of what is intersubjectively recognized as a "task",
such as riding a bicycle, playing the piano, doing mental calculations, etc. Habits may correspond to
quite idiosyncratic selfsustaining behavior in an agent that does not necessarily correspond to exist
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ing description (a certain posture followed by some movement of the head during agitated conversa
tions may be part of a habit).
The notion of skill is a convenient way of speaking of habits when we are concerned with projecting
this larger notion to the two dimensions just mentioned and when this projection is possible. Thus,
we speak of skills as necessarily belonging to an agent and necessarily connected to an activity,
which we recognize as a task (either because it fulfills a clear functional role or because of conven
tion) that is, in turn, subject to a graded normative assessment (from clumsiness to mastery). In this
way, while not so legitimate for the concept of habits, it is indeed legitimate to speak of agent A's
skill at performing task X with proficiency P in a normative framework F. This proficiency or dex
terity however is indeed hard to characterize, since it is not simply a matter of externally ascribed ef
ficiency or objective value of the outcome (e.g., doing something fast, or consuming little energy).
The notion of skill involves a third dimension of fluidity and ease, to a some extent cognitively ef
fortless coping with the task. We need to understand skillful coping from an internal view, as a char
acteristic of the sensorimotor coupling and the agent and environmental dynamics. One promising
road for this is to use measures such as power spectral density (‘1/f noise’) to describe the quality of
different agentenvironment coupling. It has been shown that scale free 1/f noise (i.e. pink noise) is
typical of interactiondominant dynamics (van Orden et al. 2005, Ihlen and Vereijken 2010) that
characterize fluid skillful tasks. This spectrum, however, is transformed into brown noise when dis
ruptions occurs (Dotov et al. 2010) indicating that pink noise might be the mark of characteristically
skillful structures of sensorimotor contingencies. In a sense to be explored in greater detail skillful
ness requires some kind of organic and scalefree integration of sensorimotor structures.
In the same spirit as the minimal models of habits described above, it is possible to investigate em
pirically and model the notion of skillful coping by understanding how this type of noise metric of
the quality of the coupling relates to the coupled brainbodyenvironment dynamics 3. What is char
acteristic of pink noise (and eventually of skillful coping) is the existence of low dimensional and
weak internal attractors that shape the interaction in a manner that the coupled dynamics have high
er eigenvalue attractor strength than the agent's sensorimotor controller's. Preliminary results sug
gest that skillful mastery of SMCs might involved a very attuned sensorimotor coupling with the en
vironment where the dynamics of the task dominate over the individual contribution of the agent. In
complex agents this feature will correspond to the capacity of the agent to “let herself go” while en
training her behavior generating mechanisms into a well adapted coupling where selforganized in
teractive dynamics take over while selectively modulatd or directed to the attainment of a specific
goal.
When developing their theory of perceptual awareness O'Regan and Noë repeatedly refer to skills
and mastery of SMCs, but they do not explicitly address what the explanatory role of these terms re
ally is. From what we have just explained we are in the position to make this reference to skills and
mastery explicit. A development of the notion of sensorimotor contingencies or habits towards cog
nition requires to frame them under a normative taskdependent framework, anchored on a subject
that modulates such SMCs in an organic and fluid manner that appears, in turn, attuned to the struc
ture of the environment and the task at hand. In other words: cognition demands more than a collec
tion of habits or SMCs but a specific structural and relational (systemenvironment) organization of
3 To this end the UPV team has started (in collaboration from University of Zaragoza, Spain and
Sussex, UK) to analytically solve oscillatory controllers (HKB model and Kuramoto oscillators)
coupled to attractant gradients, observing significant correlations between controller vs coupled
attractor structure and resulting motor acceleration noise.
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them. How to model and measure this organization still remains an open question but the concept of
skill just sketched provides a future research avenue to accomplish this task.

4. Conclusion
The aim of this report was to set the coordinates for the development of a fullyfledged theory of
SMCs and their extension to broader and more complex forms of cognition. We have placed SMCT
within the context of embodied approaches to the mind and provided both a general contextual dis
cussion for these approaches in terms of their reaction to traditional functionalism as well as a more
focused discussion on their attitudes towards representationalism. In doing so, we have identified
some gaps in the SMC approach that need to be filled in with appropriate theorizing as well as with
empirical and modeling work. These include an incomplete notion of the body, agency and subjec
tivity, an unclear attitude towards representationalism and functionalism in general, and an undevel
oped theory of action. Identifying these problems is the first step towards overcoming them and we
have suggested throughout some possible solutions (sometimes wellgrounded theoretically, as the
enactive approach to the body, other times in preliminary shape, such as the sensory control ap
proach to action).
We have provided two more focused axes of discussion. One on the critical examination of the no
tion of internal models, as a prerequisite for a more coherent SMC approach to action, and another
on a more encompassing development of notions of habit and skill. The interim nature of this report
is appropriate for a more indepth, yet far from complete discussion of these ideas.
It is possible to identify several other issues that remain open to conceptual, modeling and empirical
examination. Here is a nonexhaustive list of topics that we have not dealt with explicitly in this in
terim report:
 Organization of SMCs or habits into integrated cognitive systems,
 The development of the mastery of SMCs,
 Implications for sensory substitution,
 Implications for some pathologies,
 The questions of agency and normativity.
Each of these issues deserves an extensive treatment and the challenges they present can illuminate
many questions we have raised. However, they have not been directly touched upon in this report be
cause our priority has been to focus on those problems that require a more urgent resolution.
SMCT was originally developed as theory of visual (and more generally perceptual) awareness in
humans and as a challenge to the dominant representationalist and computationalist paradigm. As a
consequence, SMCT has focused on gathering paradigmatically challenging cases and showing it
self as an refreshing alternative that forces a rethink of mainstream assumptions. But SMCT is not
(yet) a fullblown theory that can be directly put at practical work without further examination of
some of its intuitions and a deep revision of its essential claims. The very formulations of the central
thesis of SMCT is illustrative of this situation:
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“Visual perception can be understood as the activity of exploring the environment in ways
mediated by knowledge of the relevant sensorimotor contingencies” (O’Regan and Noë
2001:943).
“According to this theory, seeing is a skillful activity whereby one explores the world, draw
ing on one’s mastery of the relevant laws of sensorimotor contingency” (O’Regan and Noë
2001:966).
The terms “knowledge”, “exploration”, “mastery” and “skill” bear as much theoretical load as the
very explananda. But SMCT does not stand alone in rethinking cognitive phenomena within a sen
sorimotor and embodied framework. A number of contemporary theoretical as well as methodologi
cal approaches can come to fill the gaps that stand open between a refreshing new look at some fea
tures of our experience and a new theoretical foundation for cognitive science.
We have identified the the potential role that dynamic and nonrepresentational approaches to be
havioral sciences might contribute to this task. We have proposed to recover the notion of habit in
terms of SMCs as a potential theoretical building block within the foundational project of extending
sensorimotor contingencies to cognition.
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